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Seat  
No. 

 
Set P 

 

B.Sc. (Semester - III) (CBCS) Examination Oct/Nov-2019 
Physics (Paper – V)  

GENERAL PHYSICS, HEAT AND SOUND 
 

Day & Date: Wednesday, 09-10-2019  Max. Marks: 70 
Time: 03:00 PM To 05:30 PM  
 

Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory. 
                       2) Figures to the right indicate full marks. 
                       3) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary. 
                       4) Use of log table or calculator is allowed.   
   

Q.1  Fill in the blanks by choosing correct alternatives given below. 14 
 1) The gradient of a scalar function is _____ rate of change of the space 

function. 
 

 a) maximum b) minimum  
 c) slow d) constant  
      

 2) Divergence of vector field is _____ quantity.  
 a) vector b) scalar  
 c) non zero d) negative  
      

 3) The rise and fall of axis of rotating body is called _____.  
 a) rotation b) precession  
 c) nutation d) vibration  
      

 4) The radius of curvature of path of rolling disc does not depend on _____.  
 a) acceleration b) linear velocity  
 c) radius of disc d) mass of disc  
      

 5) Gyrocompass is used to determine _____.  
 a) angle of dip  
 b) geographic north-south direction  
 c) distance between two places  
 d) magnetic north-south direction  
      

 6) A spiral spring is said to be flat, if angle made by plane of its turn to the 
horizontal is _____. 

 

 a) zero b) less than 90o  
 c) greater than 90o  d) equal to 90o  
      

 7) A beam is fixed horizontally at one end and loaded at other is known as _____.  
 a) loaded beam b) column  
 c) cantilever d) centrally loaded beam  
      

 8) The rotating cylinder method is used to determine the viscosity of _____ 
liquid. 

 

 a) highly viscous b) low viscous  
 c) any liquid d) moderate viscous  
      

 9) The dimensions of the coefficient of viscosity are _____  
 a) [M1L−1T−1] b) [M2L−1T−1]  

 c) [M−1L−1T−1] d) [M1L1T−1]  
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 10) Entropy remains constant in _____ process.  
 a) isobaric b) isothermal  
 c) isochoric d) adiabatic  
      

 11) The unit of entropy is _____.  
 a) J/k b) cal/k  
 c) both (a) & (b) d) K/J  
      

 12) If auditorium of volume 1982 m3 has reverberation time 0.9 sec then area 
of hall is _____. 

 

 a) 352.6 m2 b) 354.6 m2  
 c) 350 m2 d) 348 m2  
      

 13) Microphone converts _____ energy into electrical energy.  
 a) optical b) mechanical  
 c) heat d) sound  
      

 14) The frequency of ultrasonics is _____.  
 a) below 20 Hz b) above 20,000 Hz  
 c) 20 to 20,000 Hz d) below 20 KHz  
      

Q.2 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Four) 08 
  1) What is Del operator?  
  2) State Lanchester’s rule.  
  3) Define  
   i) neutral surface  
   ii) neutral axis  
  4) What is T-S diagram?  
  5) Give any two applications of ultrasonics.  
     

 B) Write Notes on. (Any Two) 06 
  1) (a) Rifling of barrel of gun (b) Riding of bicycle  
  2) Bending moment  
  3) Entropy of steam  
     

Q.3 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 08 
  1) Define scalar triple product. Explain its physical significance.  
  2) What is precessional motion? Show that torque is necessary for 

precession. 
 

  3) A spiral spring of radius 1 cm consists of 100 turns of wire of diameter 

4 mm. The modulus of rigidity of wire is 10 x 1011  dyne I cm2 and mass 
of spring is 51 gm. Calculate the time period of vertical oscillation 
when mass of 103 gm is  attached to it.  

 

     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 06 
  1) Obtain an expression for Young’s modulus of the material of the wire 

of flat spiral spring. 
 

  2) Describe Ostwald’s viscometer.  
     

Q.4 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 10 
  1) Obtain an expression for period of gyrostatic pendulum.  
  2) Derive an expression for entropy of perfect gas in terms of temperature 

and pressure. 
 

  3) Explain construction and working of moving coil loudspeaker.  
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 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 04 
  1) Explain method of piezoelectric effect for production of ultrasonic 

waves. 
 

  2) Calculate the change in entropy when 10 gm of ice at 0°C is converted 
into water at same temperature. Latent heat of ice is 80 cal/gm. 

 

     

Q.5 Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 14 
 a) What is curl of a vector? Explain the physical significance of the curl of 

vector field. 
 

 b) Describe construction and working of Searle’s viscometer for the viscosity 
of highly viscous liquid. 

 

 c) What is reverberation time? Derive Sabine’s formula for reverberation time.  
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